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Introduction and Objectives
In this appendix we assemble a number of exercises, self-test questions and projects that
apply the techniques in the first 18 chapters of this book. Just reading the chapters without
attempting to write, compile and debug code that uses the Boost libraries is not optimal and
in this sense it is necessary to gain hands-on experience with these libraries. And this means
programming. Investing in time to solve these problems is recommended. Answers are on
the distribution medium.
1. (Creating Tuples)
We take an example of a 3-tuple that models geographic data relating to cities in a country.
The components of the 3-tuple are:
The x,y coordinates of the city relative to some fixed origin.
The number of metres above (or below) sea-level of the city.
The name of the city.
The 3-tuple is then defined as:
typedef boost::tuple<Point, double, std::string>

City;

where Point is the C++ class that models points in two-dimensional geometry.
Answer the following questions:
a) Create some instances of City using a combination of tuple constructor and the free
function boost::make_tuple().
b) Create a function to print instances of City (use the get<int>() member function or
free function get<int>(), whichever one is more suitable for your purposes).
c) Create a std::set<City> and insert some instances into it.
d) Write a function to determine if a given City instance is in a set<City> (use the
comparison operators in section 6.5 of the book).
e) Given a Point instance pt and a set<City> instance find the name of the city whose
coordinates are closest to pt (you will need to use Point::distance() and tieing as
explained in section 6.7).
f) Given a Point instance pt and a set<City> instance find the names of the cities
whose coordinates are closest to pt and farthest away from pt. The return type of this
function is tuple<string, string> (again, section 6.7 will guide you.).
g) Use a manipulator (see section 6.6) that allow us to create instances of City from the
console.
2. (Migrating Legacy Code to Any)
This exercise determines how to port some C++ code to code that uses the Boost Any
library. In this case we have defined classes whose member data can be initialized using
maps; the keys of these maps are strings and the corresponding values will be member data.
Of course, we need some way of associating each key value with the appropriate member
data. Another problem is that the data types corresponding to the keys can be of any type . In
the pre-Boost days developers might have used void* but in our case we created a class
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called AnyType and a corresponding template class called Wrapper<T> that will help us
treat types uniformly. The class interfaces are:
class AnyType
{ // Base class for all wrapped types
public:
AnyType() {}
virtual ~AnyType(){}
};
template <class T>
class Wrapper : public AnyType
{ // Generic wrapper for any data type
public:
T obj;
Wrapper() { obj = T();}
virtual ~Wrapper(){}
T GetObj()
{
return T(obj);
};
Wrapper(T wrappedObject) { obj = wrappedObject;}
// Need to know if current type is same as another type
// This is a template member function
template <class T2> bool sameType (const T2& t2)
{
if (typeid(Wrapper<T>) == typeid(t2))
{
return true;
}
return false;
}
};

These classes are somewhat „rough and ready‟ but they satisfied our needs. We show how
they are used by talking an example of a class that models a person entity having names and
age attributes:
class Person
{
private:
// Member data
string fName;
string lName;
int age;

// first name
// last name
// how old?

public:
Person();
// Initialise the member data with a map
Person(map<string, AnyType*>& pset);
void print() const;
};

Here we see that the only way to initialize the member data is through a map of defining
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properties:
Person::Person(map<string, AnyType*>& pset)
{
// Get all the values from property set; no exception handling yet
Wrapper<std::string>* type_string =
dynamic_cast<Wrapper<std::string>*> (pset["FirstName"]);
fName = type_string->GetObj();
type_string = dynamic_cast<Wrapper<std::string>*> (pset["SecondName"]);
lName = type_string->GetObj();
Wrapper<int>* type_int = dynamic_cast<Wrapper<int>*> (pset["Age"]);
age = type_int->GetObj();
}

A typical example of use in client code is:
map<string, AnyType*> personTable;
personTable["FirstName"] = new Wrapper<string>("John");
personTable["SecondName"] = new Wrapper<string>("Smith");
personTable["Age"] = new Wrapper<int>(42);
Person myPerson(personTable);
myPerson.print();
map<string, AnyType*>::iterator it;
for (it = personTable.begin(); it != personTable.end(); ++it)
{
delete it->second;
}
personTable.clear();

We now wish to reengineer this code, in particular we execute the following action points:
Using Boost Any instead of AnyType and Wrapper<T>.
More robust code, for example exception handling and ensuring that the key-value pair
is „compatible‟ with the names, types and values of the member data in the class.
We recommend taking an incremental approach by first inspecting and running the original
code and then introducing new code in a step-by-step manner.
Answer the following questions:
a) Replace the functionality provided by AnyType and Wrapper<T> by equivalent code
that any provides (see in particular the syntax of sections 7.2 and 7.3). Test the program.
b) Make the code more robust; there are a number of things that can go wrong when
initializing the member data:
The size of the map is not the same as the number of member data in this class.
The map contains an unknown property name.
The value in the map cannot be converted to the type of the corresponding member
data.
Some keys in the map have not been initialized.
Determine how to modify the code in order to accommodate these exceptional situations.
Consider the applicability of any_cast (section 7.2) and polymorphic_cast and the
other cast functions from section 9.7.
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3. (Variant)
In some applications we wish to write code that works with a range of data types. For
example, in numerical analysis applications we write code that works with both fixed-sized
Boost arrays and STL vectors. Both input arguments and return types can be of either type.
To this end, we use boost::variant to encapsulate these data structures:
const int M = 20;
typedef boost::variant<double, boost::array<double, M>,
std::vector<double> > NumericDataType;

Since this is a variant structure it can hold a double, Boost array or STL vector at any
one time and we can only retrieve the type that was most recently stored.
As a test case, suppose we wish to write code to negate a double, array or vector and
then print it. For both negation and printing functionality we use derived classes of
static_visitor (as discussed in section 8.5 of the book), as the following code shows:
void doSomething(NumericDataType& myType)
{
// Visitor class derived from boost::static_visitor<NumericDataType>
Negate_Visitor nvis;
myType = boost::apply_visitor(nvis, myType);
// Visitor class derived from boost::static_visitor<void>
Print_Visitor pvis;
boost::apply_visitor(pvis, myType);
}

The interfaces for the visitors Negate_Visitor and Print_Visitor are:
class Variant_Visitor: public boost::static_visitor<NumericDataType>
{
public:
};
class Negate_Visitor : public Variant_Visitor
{ // A visitor with function object 'look-alike'
public:
NumericDataType operator () (double d) { // todo;}
NumericDataType operator () (const boost::array<double, M>& arr)
{
// todo
}
NumericDataType operator () (const std::vector<double>& vec)
{
// todo
}
};
class Print_Visitor : public boost::static_visitor<void>
{ // A visitor with function object 'look-alike'
public:
void operator () (double d) { // todo;}
void operator () (const boost::array<double, M>& arr)
{
// todo
}
void operator () (const std::vector<double>& vec)
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{
// todo
}
};

Answer the following questions:
a) Implement the bodies of the functions in the Visitor classes Negate_Visitor and
Print_Visitor.
b) Create a test program as follows:
int main()
{
// Using declaration, for readability purposes
using boost::variant;
// Populate elements of variant
double d = 1.234;
using namespace boost::assign;
vector<double> myVec;
// Using Boost.Assign (section 7.6 of book)
myVec += 10.34,11.87,45.0,80.1,23.23,-99.99;
boost::array<double, M> myArr;
for (int j = 0; j < M; j++)
{
myArr[j] = j;
}
NumericDataType myType;
myType = d;
myType = myVec;
myType = myArr;
Negate_Visitor vis;
myType = boost::apply_visitor(vis, myType);
Print_Visitor pvis;
boost::apply_visitor(pvis, myType);
myType = myVec;
doSomething(myType);
return 0;
}

Experiment with the code and convince yourself that it works no matter what the current
value of myType is.
Using boost::variant in this way (that is, using Visitor to define type-safe methods on
variants) has many applications.
4. (Review Questions on Data Types)
This exercise tests your knowledge of the data types that we discuss in chapters 6 (Tuple), 7
(Any) and 8 (Variant). In general, a common question is when to use a particular library
rather than another one in a particular context. In all cases we are modelling data and
operations on that data. To summarize, we wish to examine:
Tuple, Any, Variant, C struct, C union
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Answer the following questions:
a) When would you use tuples instead of structs? How do they differ in their treatment of
data and functions?
b) Discuss how you can define polymorphic functions and how to promote type-safeness
using Boost variants.
c) When would you use structs and unions?
5. (Greatest Common Divisor and Least Common Multiple)
The greatest common divisor (gcd) of two or more non-zero integers is the largest positive
integer that divides these numbers without producing a remainder. The least common
multiple (lcm) of two integers a and b (denoted lcm(a,b)) is the smallest positive number
that is an integer multiple of both a and b. See section 9.5 in the book.
Answer the following questions:
a) For a range of values of integers a and b, verify that:

gcd(a; b) = a:b=lcm(a; b)
¡
¢
gcd 2a ¡ 1; 2b ¡ 1 = 2gcd(a;b) ¡ 1
gcd(a; lcm(b; c)) = lcm(gcd(a; b); gcd(a; c))

b) Modify the code in section 9.5.1 that computes the gcd of a collection of n integers so
that it can be used to compute the lcm of a collection of n integers.
6. (Tokenizer)
The objective of this exercise is to use the Tokenizer library to extract comma-separated
data (CSV) from a text-file (record-by-record) and store the information in an STL
container. In order to scope the problem, we assume that each record contains integer data
separated by commas, for example 1,22,-879,77. The output is the STL nested data structure
map<int, vector<int> > where the key corresponds to the line number in the file and
the vector contains the data. We also wish to write this information to a second file.
Answer the follow questions:
a) Use file streams for all I/O processing.
b) The record data in the input file needs to be screened for leading and trailing tabs, blanks
and double commas. Use String Algorithms library to preprocess and „clean‟ record data
before creating map data (see section 10.2).
c) Use the functionality to create a vector<int> corresponding to each record.
d) Introduce exception handling by demanding that only integer values are allowed. For
example, the record “1,2., hello, *” is not allowed.
e) Each record is written to a second file; each record‟s line number and vector data from
the input file is stored in the output file.
7. (Boost Array)
The objective of this exercise is to implement a class representing points in N-dimensional
geometry. We provide the specification of the interface which is given by:
template<class Type, int n> class NPoint
{
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private:
// Originally: Type arr[n]
boost::array<Type, n> arr;
public:
// Constructors & destructor
NPoint();
NPoint(const Type& value);
// All elements get this value
NPoint(const NPoint<Type, n>& source);
virtual ~NPoint();
// Selectors
int Size() const;
int MinIndex() const;
int MaxIndex() const;
// Some properties
Type distance (const NPoint<Type, n>& p2) const; // Euclidean distance
Type innerProduct (const NPoint<Type, n>& p2) const; // Dot product
friend NPoint<Type, n> operator * (const NPoint<Type, n>& pt,
const Type& scalar);
friend NPoint<Type, n> operator * (const Type& scalar,
const NPoint<Type, n>& pt);
// Operators
const Type& operator[](int index) const;
Type& operator[](int index);

// Index operator const
// non const

NPoint<Type, n>& operator = (const NPoint<Type, n>& source);
};

Answer the following questions:
a) Implement this class and create a program to test its member functions (we discuss Boost
arrays in sections 14.9 and 14.10)
b) An important application is when we wish to calculate the distance between two points.
The general metric is defined by:
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where
are n-dimensional points. Special cases
are when m = 1 (the so-called city block or Manhattan distance) and when m = 2 (the
Euclidean distance), the latter being defined by:
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The objective now is to implement the above metrics. Implement them as template member
functions (see Appendix A) and as free functions. The focus is to produce the correct results.
8. (MultiArray)
In chapter 14 we gave a detailed introduction to the functionality of Boost multi arrays. The
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emphasis was on the creation of multiarrays and accessing their elements.
When developing applications we may need to define new functionality relating to
multiarrays, for example:
Serialisation and deserialization of multiarrays.
Mathematical properties of multiarrays (maximum/minimum elements, averages).
Interfacing multiarrays with other libraries.
In this exercise we compute the maximum „distance‟ between two multiarrays and we also
wish know the values of the indices where this value is found. In order to give a hint, we
provide the code that finds and computes the maximum value in a multiarray:
int const Dim = 3;
typedef boost::multi_array<double, Dim> BoostTensor;
double MaxNorm (const BoostTensor& tensor)
{ // Compute the largest element of a 3d numeric matrix
// For readability, define start and end indices for each dimension
// We need to get the start and end bounds to use indices in for loops
BoostTensor::size_type size0 = tensor.shape()[0];
BoostTensor::index start0 = tensor.index_bases()[0];
BoostTensor::index end0 = start0 + size0;
BoostTensor::size_type size1 = tensor.shape()[1];
BoostTensor::index start1 = tensor.index_bases()[1];
BoostTensor::index end1 = start1 + size1;
BoostTensor::size_type size2 = tensor.shape()[2];
BoostTensor::index start2 = tensor.index_bases()[2];
BoostTensor::index end2 = start2 + size2;
double result = tensor[start0][start1][start2];
double tmp;
for (BoostTensor::index row=start0; row<end0; row++)
{
for (BoostTensor::index column=start1; column<end1; column++)
{
for (BoostTensor::index layer=start2; layer<end2; layer++)
{
if (tensor[row][column][layer] > result)
{
tmp = tensor[row][column][layer];
if (tmp > result)
{
result = tmp;
}
}
}
}
}
return result;
}

Please note that the return type is a double. Answer the following questions:
a) Modify the above code so that both the maximum value and its position in the multiarray
are returned. In this case we define the tuple structure:
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typedef tuple<double, BoostTensor::index, BoostTensor::index,
BoostTensor::index> HotSpot;

b) Create a function to compute the maximum distance between two multiarrays: the
function prototype is given by:
HotSpot MaxNorm(const BoostTensor& m1, const BoostTensor& m2)
{ // Compute the largest element of the m1 - m2 and where it occurs
// todo
};

9. (Combining MultiArray and Boost Function)
In some applications we wish to compute the values of scalar-valued functions having one
or more arguments. This feature is useful when approximating the coefficients of differential
equations in numerical schemes. For example, we can define a real-valued function having
four input arguments representing a combination of three-dimensional space and onedimensional time. In many cases we discretise the space dimension and we keep the time
variable t continuous.
The function we wish to discretise has the following form:
typedef boost::function<double (double x, double y, double z ,double t)>
FourdFunction;

We now wish to create a three-dimensional multiarray that contains the discrete values of
instances of the above function at given discrete x, y and z mesh points and a given
continuous time t. We provide the function prototype:
BoostTensor CreateDiscreteFunction
(
// The function to be discretised
const FourdFunction& function,
// Meshes
const Vector<double, long>& xmesh,
const Vector<double, long>& ymesh,
const Vector<double, long>& zmesh,
// The t value where we create the tensor
double t
)
{ // todo }

Answer the following questions:
a) Implement the function CreateDiscreteFunction().
b) Create a program to test this function.
10. (Boost Flyweight)
In chapter 16 we introduced the flyweight. With a flyweight we can share objects between
multiple clients, thus saving memory.
In section 16.3 we created a shape class that used flyweights to store associated colours.
Extend this example with a line type class. The line type will be a flyweight data member of
the shape class. Since a complex line type definition uses memory, using a flyweight can
save memory.
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a) Start by creating the class LineType. The line type has a name (std::string) and a
pattern. Define the pattern as a std::vector<char>. Each value in the vector defines
the length of the pattern segment. The even indices specify the line and the odd indices
define the spacing. For example, the pattern [10, 5] defines a line type with 10 pixels on
and 5 pixels off.
b) In order to use the line type as a flyweight, the line type class should implement a copy
constructor, assignment operator (=), equal (==) and not equal (!=) operators and finally
it should implement a hash_value() function for the line type.
c) Add a line type data member as flyweight to the shape class. Make sure you use the
colon syntax to initialise the members. Include the <boost/flyweight.hpp> header
file to the shape class if it not already there. Test how the flyweight works by counting
the number of line type objects in memory (static counter variable that is
increased/decreased in the constructors/destructor, respectivily).
When flyweight objects are constructed, the system first creates the object for the flyweight,
then checks if the object is already in the flyweight‟s internal data structure, and if the object
is already available, it is destroyed. With key-value flyweights (see section 16.4) we can
avoid constructing unnecessary objects.
Anser the following questions:
a) Make the line type class suitable as a key-value flyweight. The name of the line type is
used as the key so the constructor with the name can be used for key-value flyweights.
Give the line type class a nested KeyExtractor class which implements the funtion call
operator that accepts a line type object. The functor returns the key‟s value for the line
type which is in this case the name. Furthermore, print a message so that you can see
when this function is called.
The key extractor is used when we create a flyweight directly from a line type object.
With the key extractor it gets the key of the input object so it can see if that key is
already in the flyweight‟s internal data structure. When it is already there, the object is
not copied to the flyweight again.
Note the hash_value() function of the line type is not used anymore but it will use the
hash_value() function of the key type (in this case std::string)
b) In the shape class, change the flyweight definition to a key-value flyweight:
typedef boost::flyweights::flyweight<
boost::flyweights::key_value<std::string, LineType,
LineType::KeyExtractor> > LineTypeFlyweight;

Please include the <boost/flyweight/key_value.hpp> header file.
c) In the shape class create a constructor with the line type name. Make sure that you use
the colon syntax to initialise the line type data member. Can you create a constructor
with a line type name and a line type definition?
Create a constructor that accepts a line type object.
d) Check that no temporary line type objects are created when using the shape default
constructor, the constructor with line type name, the copy constructor and finally the
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constructor with the line type object. Use each constructor more than once.
Comment out the line type‟s hash_value() function to see if it still works with the
key-value flyweight.
You can specify the factory for the internal data structure to be used by the flyweight (see
section 16.5). By default it is the boost::flyweights::hashed_factory<> factory.
a) Change the factory type to boost::flyweights::set_factory<>. Don‟t forget to
include the <boost/flyweight/set_factory.hpp> header file. Note that the key
value should support the less than (<) operator. Since you use the key-value flyweight,
the key type is std::string which already supports the < operator. If you do not use
the key-value flyweight, then the line type class should support the < operator.
11. (Multi-threading)
In chapter 18 we introduced the boost multi-threading library. If your system has more than
one CPU or core then your code may run faster than single code.
In this exercise we create a program that calculates the dot product of two vectors.

ab =

n
X
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To speed up calculation we start multiple threads that execute each part of the data structure.
The work load can be equally distributed. For example, when the data structure has ten
elements and there are two threads, the first thread can process the first five elements of the
data structures and the second thread can process the last five elements of the data structure.
The result from each thread must be combined when the threads have finished.
To make it easier to divide the work we use std::vector to store the data since it can be
indexed by the [] operator.
a) Create a DotProduct class. It will receive references to the two input vectors. Make
sure that it does not create a copy of the vectors. It will also receive the start- and endindex of the part it should process [start, end).
b) Create a function call () operator in the class that will be run by a thread. The operator ()
should multiply the elements of the range it processes and add them to the current sum.
At each iteration of the loop you should yield the thread. This ensures that other threads
get a chance to run.
c) The main program should create two vectors with values and you need to determine how
many threads to use. Then it should instantiate the correct number of the DotProduct
objects with the range it should process. For each instance of the DotProduct class,
create a thread. (You can use thread groups as explained in section 18.10).
Make sure you pass the dot product class a boost::ref to the thread. Else a copy of
the dot product class will be run and the result will disappear when the thread is finished.
d) When the threads have started, you have to wait for the threads to finish. Use a join to
wait. After joining the threads, add the result of each DotProduct object and print the
total result.
e) Test the application. If you have a multi-core/multi-processor machine, is it faster if you
start two threads instead of one? You can use the boost::timer to measure time.
Also comment out the join. Does it still print the right result?
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When multiple threads share the same data then access to that data must be synchronised.
Instead of allowing the main thread to sum the results of each thread, we can also allow the
thread to add its result to a static variable in the class. Make sure that data is not corrupted
and to this end we need to synchronise access to the static variable (See section 18.7).
a) Add a static variable to the DotProduct class that holds the total dot product result with
a corresponding static function to read that value. Also add a static boost::mutex
member.
b) When you have finished with your calculation update the static variable. Before you
update the static variable from the thread, obtain a lock on the mutex. When you have
finished with the update, release the lock on the mutex.
Note: you can also update the static variable at each iteration of the loop instead of using
a local total for each DotProduct instance. But with locking, you will increase the risk
that other threads have to wait.
c) In the main function, remove the code that does the addition of the results (this is now
done in the DotProduct instance) and read the static total result variable from the
DotProduct class instead. It should still give the same result as before.
d) To automatically unlock the mutex, use the boost::unique_lock<boost::mutex>
wrapper class.
We synchronise the flow of data when multiple threads run that are dependent on each other.
A simple way to do this is to use a synchronised queue. Instead of polling if a thread has
produced data, the queue uses a condition variable that will wake up the thread when data is
available (see section 18.11).
Use the synchronised queue in combination with the producer-consumer pattern (see section
18.12) to make a queue of dot product operations.
a) Add the SynchronisedQueue to your project.
b) Create a producer functor class that has a pointer to a
SynchronisedQueue<boost::shared_ptr<std::vector<double> > >. We use
smart pointers in the queue to avoid making copies of the vector and to ease memory
management.
c) In the body of the function call operator () create a loop that instantiates vectors with
random numbers. You can use the Boost Random library. The number of elements per
vector should be the same for each vector. Add the created vector to the queue. At each
iteration sleep a second in order to ensure that not too many vectors will be created.
d) In the DotProduct instance remove the static total variable previously added.
e) Create a consumer functor class that has a pointer to a
SynchronisedQueue<boost::shared_ptr<std::vector<double> > >.
f) In the body of the function call operator () create a loop that retrieves two vectors from
the queue. Create a DotProduct instance with those vectors and call the functor. You
thus now use the DotProduct instance in the current thread instead of starting separate
threads. Then retrieve and print the result. Furthermore, use an interruption point (see
section 18.8) so that the thread can be interrupted.
g) Create a main program that creates the queue as well as multiple producers and
consumers and their threads. You can use a thread group.
Add code to wait for a key after which you interrupt the producers and wait until they
have finished (join). Then interrupt the consumers and wait until they are finished.
h) Test the program.
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You can adapt the consumer so that it processes a vector pair in parallel by starting extra
threads for multiple DotProduct objects.

